Fry tual aspect of cubism and kindred movements; gifted with a dictating Cambridge-Euclidian sense of dialectic and skill in demonstration, he was accepted in England as the official exponent of the 'fauves', of whom Cezanne was the source (how surprised and dismayed Cezanne would be at the sight of the strange offspring which claims him as father!), and Matisse, Picasso and Braque the exponents. Fry had an infectious enthusiasm; but he was disingenuous and was too closely associated with a group of artists whose interests he was eager to advance to be a disinterested or impartial critic, I bear in mind his attitude over the so-called Holbein portrait of Henry VIII, the authenticity of which was challenged by Gerald Kelly and myself in The 7im<w, also by Tonks and Wilson Steer. Fry attacked us with venom. He could not bear that mere painters should express an opinion on a painting, yet his authority was insufficient to establish its genuineness and the so-called Holbein was withdrawn to the obscurity of a small provincial gallery, Clive Bell, who really enjoys pictures, good and bad, supported Roger, saying that Tonks and myself were not artists at all, only Steer having a right to an opinion. How entertaining it would be if physicists like Eddington, Jeans, Bragg and Rutherford were told they were not scientists at all, Jeans perhaps being the exception! I am yet envious of the genius of these eminent men; of the patient concentration of their research and their daring conceptions. Artists for long had similar concentration, equally soaring imaginations, together with high technical accomplishment. Then the men of science were the imprecise thinkers, the inapt practitioners, the undisciplined theorists. Alas, that the position should now be reversed! The theory of significant form is a comfortable one, at a time when good painting is almost a lost art, when facility of composition is, with few exceptions, beyond the power of the contemporary painter. Form to-day is significant enough, significant of incapacity. Some hope I see in surrealism; for the surrealists are showing, together with much silliness and indecency, a renewed respect for their materials, 74

